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My Destiny
 
my destiny is to fly
above the great sky
my destiny is to try
harder as i go high
 
my destiny is to win
and pay for the sins
my destiny is to fly
above the great sky
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My Dream
 
i dream of a rose in the desert sand
i dream of rain in a barren land
i dream that people in the world hold hand
and united they stand
 
i dream of  touching the skies above
i dream of people living in love.
 
their is no logic in my dream
and their is nothig as it seem.
(i wake up!)
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My Family
 
i love my dad like anything
he is my family's king
he is the most caring
for our family he is daring
 
to all fights
for our rights
 
i love my mom too
this is a message for you
her help you should do
yes, i am telling true
 
you will feel free
she is just like bruce lee
 
my brother is very cute
he plays a flute
he is a cool dude
a little bit rude
 
he is very kind
he has a very good mind
 
i am very cool
i am  studying in a school
a little bit naughty a little bit fool
i am scared of swimming pool
 
so just beware don't fight
or i'll drink fanta apple and go bite.
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Nino
 
nino, my pal where are you gone
without you i'm a detective without Don
harry potter without ron
a switch 'Off' without 'ON'
 
without you i'm elcetricity without fan
a diet coke without can
a celebrity without fan
a women without a man
 
you are my best pal ever
i'll forget you never
 
nino, my pal where are you gone.......
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The Betrayal
 
trust is a sweet sacrifice you make,
it is a risk you take...
 
'the betrayal' is a fierce trust,
that gives your hopes a dust...
 
it gives demotivation,
all the pain, the tention...
 
i had the pain, 'the betrayal'
i had always been loyal...
 
then to i had it,
it gives a shocking hit...
 
stay away from 'the betrayal'
'the betrayal', 'the betrayal'
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